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SIMPLIFY VOLATILITY PREMIUM ETF (SVOL)

By: Eric McArdle, Managing Director, Advisor Solutions

Diversifying Equity Income 
Portfolios with VIX Carry

INTRODUCTION

Equity income investing is an increasingly popular strategy, employed by investors who are looking for a steady cash flow from 
their equity portfolio, especially during periods of limited expected capital appreciation for equities. Traditionally equity income 
investments include dividend-paying stocks, Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), and Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs). But as 
capital markets evolve there are new alternative forms of equity income that are gaining traction. In this blog, we explore Simplify’s 
take on a novel equity income strategy using the VIX carry trade and will demonstrate that this strategy has delivered attractive 
risk-adjusted returns relative to the broader equity income category and that it may also serve as a reliable diversifier to a broader 
equity income portfolio.

EQUITY INCOME: ROOM FOR NEW ENTRANTS?

Equity income is an investment strategy typically used by those seeking a steady stream of income from their stock portfolio 
allocations. The earliest equity income strategies owned individual or groups of stocks that regularly paid dividends, thus generating 
income in addition to the potential for capital gains. This strategy is characterized by two main elements: equity beta and an income 
stream. As time progressed and access to newer markets became more widely available, equity income strategies broadened to 
include REITs, energy investments in MLPs, and option selling strategies like covered call (Buy-Write) programs. But are there 
additional ways to obtain equity income exposure beyond these traditional strategies?

At Simplify we harness the structural roll down in the VIX term structure (see Figure 1) as a way of providing yet another distinct 
form of equity income to investors. This exposure is accessible through the Simplify Volatility Premium ETF (SVOL), which sells 
near-dated VIX futures contracts and holds the position for a short period of time before buying back the short position to close 
them. SVOL also holds a call option on front-month VIX exposure to hedge against potential catastrophic VIX spikes.

Figure 1: VIX Term Structure - A New Equity Income Opportunity?
2006-2022

Source: Bloomberg 
VIX term structure: the relationship between VIX future prices and maturity dates.
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How do we know that these strategies, including VIX carry, can all be considered to be “equity income”? Figure 2 shows the monthly 
return scatterplots of common equity income indices, including SVOL, relative to the S&P 500 Index (SPX). Notice that all linear 
regressions produced a positive trendline, indicating a positive beta to the benchmark index, demonstrating that these funds are 
properly classified as equity income strategies.

ENHANCING RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS THROUGH EQUITY INCOME

Now that we have introduced the short VIX carry concept as implemented in SVOL, let’s examine the strategy’s potential as an equity 
income alternative. In Figure 3, we present the cumulative total returns of each strategy since SVOL’s inception date. We then expand 
the return lens to some key risk and reward statistics in Figure 4, displaying the 2-year volatility, Sharpe ratios, and max drawdowns 
for each strategy. REITs and US Dividends, the two strategies that underperformed the S&P 500 benchmark, both displayed negative 
Sharpe ratios, with REITs experiencing a catastrophic drawdown in excess of 30%. Both SVOL and MLPs outperformed the benchmark 
during this sample, but MLPs also displayed higher volatility than any other strategy. In contrast, SVOL displayed lower drawdowns, 
lower volatility, and a higher Sharpe ratio than the benchmark, making it the equity income darling on a risk-adjusted basis.

Figure 2: Equity Income Regression Analysis Monthly Total Return 
6/30/2021 - 6/30/2023

Figure 3: Equity Income Strategy Portfolios Cumulative Total Return 
5/12/2021 - 6/30/2023

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Simplify Asset Management, Bloomberg
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Figure 4: Equity Income Strategy Portfolios Total Return
5/12/2021 - 6/30/2023

Figure 5: Equity Income Strategy Correlation Matrix Weekly Total Return 
5/30/2021 - 6/30/2023

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

*As of 6/30/2023, assumes 1-3M TBIL Index 2yr total return as risk-free rate in Sharpe
The performance data quoted represents past performance and is no guarantee of future results. Current performance  

may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Investment returns and principal value of an investment will fluctuate  
so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.  
View SVOL standardized performance and performance data for the most recent month-end.

DIVERSIFYING AN EQUITY INCOME PORTFOLIO

It is also worth examining how different equity income strategies interact with one another because very often, owning a diversified 
portfolio of strategies will be better than owning just a single name. Figure 5 demonstrates that SVOL has correlations between 0.40-
0.71 with the rest of the equity income universe, which implies that there are indeed welcome diversification benefits from using VIX 
carry strategies in a broader equity income ensemble.

CONCLUSION

Equity income strategies will continue to gain popularity among investors, especially during challenging market environments. 
However, as the market landscape evolves, it is critical to explore new opportunities that can provide additional diversification 
benefits. The short VIX carry trade via the Simplify Volatility Premium ETF presents a compelling alternative for those seeking to 
enhance their equity income portfolios. By capitalizing on the volatility risk premium, SVOL has proven its potential for attractive 
risk-adjusted returns, while simultaneously providing diversification benefits to other traditional equity income investments.

https://www.simplify.us/etfs/svol-simplify-volatility-premium-etf
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Important Information

Simplify Asset Management Inc. is a Registered Investment Adviser. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients 
where Simplify Asset Management Inc. and its representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure. SEC registration 
does not constitute an endorsement of the firm by the Commission, nor does it indicate that the advisor has attained a particular 
level of skill or ability. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing any 
strategy. This website and information are not intended to provide investment, tax, or legal advice.

This website is solely for informational purposes and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase 
of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. These materials are made available on an “as is” basis, without 
representation or warranty. The information contained in these materials has been obtained from sources that Simplify Asset 
Management Inc. believes to be reliable, but accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. This information is only current as of 
the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Neither the author nor Simplify Asset 
Management Inc. undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein.

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible loss of principal capital.

Unless otherwise noted, any performance returns presented in these materials reflect hypothetical performance. Hypothetical 
strategies and indices presented are unmanaged, do not reflect any fees, expenses, transaction costs, commissions or taxes, 
and one cannot invest directly in any of these. The results presented should not be viewed as indicative of the adviser’ skill 
and do not reflect the performance results that were achieved by any particular client. During this period, the adviser was not 
providing advice using this model and clients’ results may have been materially different. Hypothetical model results have many 
inherent limitations, some of which, but not all, are described herein. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is 
that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and 
no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading.

GLOSSARY

Buy-Write: A strategy that refers to an investment that receives call premiums on an underlying equity position seeking to generate income.

Covered Call: A financial transaction in which the investor selling call options owns an equivalent amount of the underlying security.

Master Limited Partnerships (MLP): A business venture in the form of a publicly-traded limited partnership. It combines the tax 
benefits of a private partnership with the liquidity of a publicly-traded company.

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT): A company that owns, operates, or finances income-generating real estate.

Sharpe Ratio: The ratio compares the return of an investment with its risk. It’s a mathematical expression of the insight that excess 
returns over a period of time may signify more volatility and risk, rather than investing skill.

VIX Index: A real-time market index representing the market’s expectations for volatility over the coming 30 days.


